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Farmers have 
gathered at Mji wa 

kijani kibichi village to 
talk about the future 
of agriculture...

quality
seeds are so 

expensive these 
days!

And extension 
officers can be 

unreliable!

But without 
middlemen,

I can’t get credit 
or arrange 

transport for my 
crops!

In the olden 
days, we had 
unreliable 
marketing 
boards!

Now we have 
these 
middlemen!

What’s 
next?

And what about
the middlemen? They 

rip us off!

They have too big an area 
to cover and too many 

people to meet!
Meanwhile...

If a Soup is Sweet,
it is Money
that Cooks it
Digital Platforms and the
Future of Farming in Kenya
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So!!
wouldn’t you 
like to be in 
control?

...and 
the 

credit...

...to take control! 
All with the help of 
our technology!

With the new
app we’ve developed, 
you don’t need 
a middleman or an 
extension officer!

We can give 
you the 
tools...

Digi-Okoa
is the future! 

Let us show you 
how!

A few 
moments 
later...

We hope to
learn everything 

about you! 

Our algorithm
(a machine learning 

mathematical formula)
helps us to 

understand you.

Our system is 
built on a web of 

relations.

We organize 
everything for you - 
from your credit, to 
your seeds, to your 
insurance, to your 

buyer.

at the same time,
We gather a whole new 

range of new data...

from your phone - your 
searches on google, your 
location, your friendships 

and chats, and your 
farming activities. We also 

dig into your financial 
transactions such as your 

mobile money deposits, 
payments and withdrawals.

we make all the 
decisions so you 

don’t have to!



Will this 
work on my 

old phone?
Wait a 

minute...

what
exactly are you 
getting out of 

this?

Who is paying 
for all this 

stuff?

Middlemen and extension officers 
aren’t perfect, but we know them and 

we can talk to them face to face.

But with these new companies?
What will they do with all our data? 

What new ways will they find to
exploit us?
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This looks 
interesting!

yes,
it looks great 

if you can 
really pull it 

off!

lMore direct contact
with sellers and buyers!

lResearch tailored for you!

lFinance in your hands when
you need it!



What gives?
What’s going

on?

maybe at
the start, this 
system will be 
open to all...

...But it might 
not stay that 

way...
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What about
for people like

us? Where is our app? 
Are they interested 
in helping everyone 
or just those 
with cash and 

youth?

You worry 
too little!

Their model is based on their image of the perfect 
farmer. He has money to invest, and loves risk. He 
is high productivity, high inputs, high investment. 

Will I
or won’t

I fit?

I seem to fit well in
their model, but what are the 

interest rates here?

Those at the top can already 
go to the bank, but the 
people in the middle
are our
clients

How can you
offer me loans when 

the banks weren’t 
ever interested?

to serve the yellow segment, 
we work with international 

organisations, aid agencies and 
philanthropic-corporate actors to 

subsidise the cost of credit for 
you!

So, in return for all 
this public money, you 
should be helping ALL 

of us, not just
him! 
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Ah,
you worry 
too much!

If their interest rates 
are too high, I may 

struggle to repay 
and end up on a credit 

reference bureau’s 
blacklist! If that 

happens, I can kiss 
credit goodbye!



The old man 
is right, you 

know!

They will collect
and analyze all your 
data, but who knows if 
they will share it with 

us!

Everything 
you do 
will be 

watched.

 Did you 
notice 
him?!

Ask yourself, 
who powers 

this beautiful 
system?  Is it 

perhaps 
Africom? 

You might 
find out that 

if you use 
this app...

...You will 
be locked 
into their 
system

We’re
all in this 
together!
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Meanwhile...



at least our
system isn’t based
on making profit

In this world of 
unpredictable 
weather events, 

unreliable 
markets and 

lack of financial 
support, farmers 

remain vulnerable 
to shocks!

I know we
- extension officers - 
do not always provide 

the best service... 

...But we’re simply not 
supported enough! We are 

getting older! And there 
is too little funding 

available for us to help!
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We need 
to make 

sure loan 
defaults 

don’t make 
us even 
more 

vulnerable

I heard one in
three delinquent 

borrowers belong to 
40% of the poorest 

households in
Kenya

We 
should be 
cautious 

here!

But with
these new 

advice givers…

We give
you unbiased 

advice - Not 
tied to those 

with private 
interests…



These are 
important 

questions that 
need answers. 

We need to 
know who 
controls 

these systems 
and our data!

Come on, I’ll 
help you fix 

your bike!

Well,
we gave you 
our pitch. 

Think about 
it!

I would prefer 
limiting the amount 

and type of data 
they want to collect 
from us - their data 
practices should 
not be so intrusive!

So, what system 
would you like 

to see?
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Do the
companies ask 

us for our 
permission 

before they take 
all this data?

Once we’re stuck in this 
web, will we have to 

use their seeds? Their 
chemicals? Sell to their 

buyers?

It is worrying that 
these formulas will 
impact our lives and 

livelihoods - to sort 
us in this way without 

our knowing how

How will we know 
if our data is 

shared or sold 
to different 
companies? 

What if their models 
are wrong?

I might actually be 
a great farmer, but 

if their model says I 
will fail, then I will 
be excluded? Who 

will keep an eye on 
the truth?

I wish we 
could have 

a stronger 
voice in how 

these systems 
develop. There is 
potential here 
but there are 

also potential 
dangers…

I would prefer to 
have neutral advice 

- not coming from one 
company

I would prefer someone 
watching out for the 

smaller farmer - the older 
farmer, the woman farmer 
- those who do not fit so 

easily into their models of 
profitability

I would like these 
services to be available 
to everyone - even those 
without smart phones and 

with less money to
invest!

perhaps
old jacob 

might use such 
an app!
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